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WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‟s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‟s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques „
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
www.matlock-iam.webs.com
Facebook - Matlock IAM Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations on passing
your test
Associate

Observer

Christopher Mann M/C

Keith Seaton

Local Observer Assesor Bike
Bill Storey
Local Observer Car
Roger Wilkinson
RoSPA Gold renewal
Ann Barry

Welcome to the group
Associates
David Bettison
Darren Waterfall M/C

Martin Boddy M/C

Extended Drive Check
John Chelu

Successes

Chris Mann along with
his observer Keith
Seaton, receives his
M/C certificate from
Kevin.

Phil Robinson with his
observer Keith Seaton (busy
man) receives his
F1RSTcertificate from Bill.

Hartley Jenkinson, with his
observer Mike Micallef receives
his F1RST certificate from Kevin

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2018
These are due before 31 December and you will note that we have again kept it at
incredible value for money at £10.00!!
Please remember to fill in the subs form as well, as this does help me with the
records. Those of you who joined after Sept 1 do not need to renew.
Ann
(Address on back cover)

Chairman’s Ramblings
The nights are beginning to close in, the trees are
beginning to lose their leaves (helped by Aileen, the first
named storm of the season) it is officially autumn and time
for this year‟s penultimate newsletter.
It is also the time when Ann, our treasurer, is looking to
replenish the group funds with your annual subscription.
Again, due to careful budgeting the annual rate remains at
£10. This has also been helped by a number of members
agreeing to have the newsletter only by e mail. Postage is
a major cost so if there are any members who do still have a hard copy but would be
happy to only receive it by e mail please let me know. I would stress that you are still
and always will be welcome to receive a copy by post but it does help funds if not.
I congratulate Christopher Mann who recently passed the advanced bike test, following
guidance from Keith Seaton. Christopher brought his wife, who is awaiting her DVSA
bike test, along to his presentation. I wish her well and look forward to hopefully
welcoming her to the group in the future!

I also congratulate Roger Wilkinson who has re-qualified as a Local Observer (Car) and
Bill who has once again re-qualified as a Local Observer Assessor (Bike).
Ann Barry recently took her RoSPA retest and was awarded a Gold, this isn‟t the first
time Ann has been awarded a Gold so very well done.
I send a warm welcome to our new associates, David, Martin and Darren. I am sure that
with the expert guidance from both your observer and other group members you will find
preparing for the advanced test a very rewarding experience. I also welcome John
Chelu who is taking advantage of our extended drive check.
Unfortunately due to the vagaries of our weather this year‟s George Smith Trophy had to
be cancelled and will now be arranged sometime next year. I hope David will not be too
disappointed at this postponement robbing him of the chance to go for his hat trick!
Once again Bill has been busy over the summer seeking guest speakers and coming up
with other ideas for our indoor meetings over the winter months. Obviously this becomes
more difficult each year. Bill is always grateful for any suggestions and even happier if
someone can arrange a speaker. Indeed it may well be that some members are able
and happy to actually talk on a specific subject at an evening meeting.
Tuesday 3 October at 7:30 sees the start of our winter programme at The Whitworth
Centre at Darley Dale. This year we begin with a talk on Astrotourism and I am sure it
will be a very interesting evening. This is the talk which was scheduled for last October
but unfortunately the speaker was unable to make it. He has however confirmed that he
will definitely be there this time. I hope we have a good turnout to welcome our guest
speaker.
I was saddened to hear that Fran Thompson has ceased to be an IAM examiner. Fran
has had quite a number of our associates on test over the last year and also gave a very
interesting and informative joint presentation to Chesterfield and our group observers.
However as part of the new examiner scheme, IAM HQ have decided that they want
what they call 'complete separation' of examiners from groups. What this means is that if
you are an examiner you should hold no active role within ANY group, e.g. Committee
member or observer. Previously it was that an examiner could not test associates from
„their‟ group which was fully understandable and correct. Personally I cannot understand
the new rationale and from experience think that being involved with a group and being
an observer makes for a better well rounded examiner as indeed Fran proved.
Understandably Fran has decided to stay at grass roots level as an observer and
secretary of Sheffield Group and resigned as an examiner. I feel that Fran‟s departure
will be a very sad loss to the IAM examiner pool and along with the group wish her well
for the future.
Finally with the Autumn season remember the hazards that await us. Low sun, dark
evenings, slippery leaves on the road and fog to name just a few. As always, I wish you
all safe driving.
Kevin J Knight Group Chairman

Winter Programme.
Astrotourism.
Tues 3rd Oct 7.30pm at the Whitworth Centre.
Nigel Bradbury a local amateur astronomer will be
coming to give a presentation titled astrotourism. I have
seen one of his presentations before and it was
fantastic.

How to Drive (and ride and walk) around HGV’s

Tues 7th Nov 7.30 at the Whitworth Centre.
Bill and Eric will present Eric‟s previous Powerpoint
presentation with additions from our recent visit to
Longcliffe.
Family, friends and acquaintance, members of local
groups in particular young drivers, cyclists and pram
pushers are welcome to attend this presentation so they
may have the opportunity to respect the restrictions in
vision around these vehicles, irrespective of the use of modern technology.

Overland to Vietnam
Unfortunately Gordon May will NOT be able come on the date previously specified,
because he will be in Italy doing work for Royal Enfield. The event has been rescheduled
for WEDNESDAY 6th December instead, (sorry if
the day is inconvenient, it’s the only one Gordon
could do.) when he will be coming along again to tell
us about his motorcycle trip to Vietnam on a
Matchless motorcycle. Gordon has given us two
presentations on long distance motorcycling before.
Always worth listening to as he makes it so
interesting. It is not only about motorcycling but also
about the countries he visit and the people he meets.
Friends and family are welcome to come along.

Photography Competition.
Because of the revisions to the November and December meetings we have decided to
forgo the competition this year.

Guide Dogs for the Blind.
Tues 2nd January 2018. 7.30 at the Whitworth
Centre
Our speaker for 2nd January will be Kevin Rowney
and a 'friend'. Kevin has worked for Guide Dogs for
the blind for many years and will tell us about how
dogs are selected and trained.
We will be making a collection on the evening to
donate to the organisation.
Once again, friends and family and local IAM groups are welcome.

Vehicle related Air Pollution.
In the last edition we explored what the Government is doing or going to do about
vehicle related pollution, this time we look at what we can do ourselves, both to
reduce the pollution inside our vehicle and what we leave behind us.
Drivers are exposed to huge amounts of air pollution while in their vehicle both gaseous
(CO2 and NO2) and also particulate.
In a new study, researchers from Washington
University in St Louis discovered that using air
conditioning can reduce the amount of pollutants in
the car by up to 34 per cent.
The researchers used portable instruments and
sensors to monitor and measure the pollutant levels
of a car's indoor cabin air and the air directly outside
the car during their own daily commutes. The cars were fitted with dashcams, allowing
the researchers to identify a given pollutant concentration each time they were stuck
behind a bus or truck, in traffic on a freeway, stopped at a red light, or driving past
restaurants or construction sites. They also used a range of ventilation settings inside
the car – windows open, windows closed, fan on, and air conditioning on.
After a month testing the pollution levels, the researchers discovered that using air
conditioning reduced the pollutants in the car by 20-34 per cent, depending on the
outdoor concentrations. Keeping the windows closed also offered a protective boost,
anywhere from eight to 44 per cent, after all factors were taken into account.
The final conclusion was that while driving with your air conditioning on and windows
closed is the most protective thing that you can do, running the AC can decrease your
fuel economy.
That's why adopting a “dynamic behaviour modification approach” (well they are
American!) is recommended, in which the AC or closed windows are used when
following a highly polluting vehicle, or on the motorway or in a city, which tends to be
more highly polluted. Once you have left the polluted environment, they recommend
opening your windows to remove any pollutant build-up from your car.

Eco Driving – Gears and accelerator sense
An advanced driver / rider using all their skills will automatically drive economically.
How the engine burns fuel is crucial to how much fuel is used. The more power required
means more fuel is burnt and therefore being in the correct gear to transfer that power to
the drive wheels, is critical to the whole process.
Accelerating hard uses much more fuel, especially in lower gears, so a firm acceleration
through the gears to reach cruising speed is the most economical, as you reach a higher
gear and speed sooner, rather than hard acceleration.
One of the biggest myths we have to correct in many drivers / riders is that they need to
be in a high gear to get economy. This is simply not the case.

For example – if the vehicle is travelling at 30 – 40 mph in 5th gear, and more speed is
required, pressure on the accelerator will achieve very little, so more pressure is applied
(using more fuel) to get the required response. Being in too high a gear also removes
the ability to accelerate out of a situation, and also provides little or no engine braking in
an emergency. Accelerator sense is also reduced as the vehicle‟s speed cannot be
easily adjusted as required by use of the throttle.
This is a skill all advanced motorists should
develop and use all the time. It is smooth and
economical.
Being in a lower gear, the engine responds to the
first application of pressure, not requiring further
pressure, so using less fuel. The engine needs to
rev freely so all fuel is burnt to extract the
maximum power from it. In too high a gear more
fuel goes into the engine but is not burnt efficiently
and simple gets blown out of the exhaust. Labouring the engine is inefficient and wastes
fuel.
Correct gear selection based on what you want the vehicle to do, and your knowledge of
how the vehicle reacts in each gear, is so important. Obviously drivers of automatics
don‟t have too much to worry about with gear selection. A steady pressure will enable
the gearbox to select the best gear.
Many vehicles now have an indicator as to when to change up and down the gears.
Having checked mine against what I think is the correct gear, I conclude that it is not
always right. It doesn‟t appear to recognise when I am going up a sloping road and
going up a gear would make the vehicle labour, rather than staying in a lower gear to
give me flexibility.
Try this when cruising on the open road. Reach the speed you want, then ease off
the throttle until you feel the speed just starting to fall. Then apply just a feathers
weight more to maintain the speed. This is the most economical you can get. Cruise
control achieves this for you too. I can get more miles per gallon (still imperial) using
cruise control on long journeys, and it gives my leg a rest. As my vehicle is manual I still
have to decide which gear is most appropriate so the cruise control doesn‟t labour the
engine if in too high a gear.
Much more fuel is used when setting off from stationary, so where you can, by reading
the road and what is happening ahead, keep the vehicle moving. A trickle is better than
a ripple. Stop start is more wasteful than slow gentle progress. Remember it is not how
fast you go, it is how long the journey takes that makes the advanced driver stand out.
When the engine is idling you're wasting fuel and adding to CO2 emissions. If you're
likely to be at a standstill for more than a minute or so, simply switch off the engine.
Many new cars are now fitted with a feature that does this for you automatically. When
you first start the car, drive off as soon as possible. It will “warm up” much more quickly
when the engine is under load.
So gentle throttle, correct gear plus the usual other factors – correct tyre pressures, no
unnecessary heavy loads, a clean car and good observations to enable the vehicle to
keep moving, will give you more MPG.
Bill Storey

What’s this new tank for?
One of the motoring industry‟s responses to increasing concern about environmental issues is
to doctor the exhaust gasses with a chemical designed to reduce the amount of noxious gases
emitted from the exhaust pipe.

Long gone are the days when an exhaust
system was a simple baffled pipe
designed to mute an exhaust systems
noise with perhaps an expansion box as
an early nod to improved efficiency. A
modern diesel exhaust is a much more
involved and sophisticated system.
Typical components consist of particulate
filter to trap solids, additive tank and
control unit to manage dosage and now
an SCR catalyst.

Exhaust

Since 2005, legislation on diesel vehicles in the UK & Ireland and in the rest of Europe demands
a drastic reduction in oxides of nitrogen (NOX) emissions. The latest standard Euro 6 limits
acceptable levels to 0.08 (g/km) for passenger and light commercial vehicles and 0.4 (g/kg) for
trucks and busses. Vehicle manufacturers, and especially those of large goods vehicles, have
had to re-think the exhaust system on their vehicles. The answer appears to be equipping more
and more diesel driven vehicles with a Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system in the
exhaust.
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Nitrogen
+ Water

tank

Control
unit
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SCR

The catalyst, an aqueous urea solution
made with 32.5% urea and 67.5%
demineralised water, is used as a
filter
catalyst
consumable component in the system,
converting harmful nitrogen oxides (NOX) from diesel vehicle exhaust into harmless nitrogen
and steam; thereby considerably reducing the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOX), which are
considered a major source of atmospheric pollution.
As a new vehicle will have been manufactured to meet Euro 6, now a legal requirement, it is
required by law that they meet its acceptable emissions level at all times, even when your car
has run out of catalyst. This means that when your SCR system is not able to perform its task, it
will prevent you from burning more fuel either by keeping your engine below the threshold or
stopping it altogether. Thankfully, most new vehicles will have a driver information system on
board, which notifies you if a particular fluid is running low but it would be wise to add it to your
fluid check routine.
Storage is probably the most important consideration as the fluid has a shelf life of around 12
months and decomposes above 30 degrees C. It is not considered a hazardous liquid as its
water-based urea solution poses little risk to humans. If you have sensitive skin, it might be wise
to wear gloves when handling the liquid to avoid any potential irritation. Normal good
housekeeping conditions apply.
In summary engine manufacturers are making positive advances to clean up exhaust
emissions, however filtration of the fine particulate material still remains an issue.
Eric Elwell Training officer

The Road is telling you More Than You Think!
Advanced Motorists base their ability for driving through a hazard not only on how they
achieve the manoeuvre but additionally whether they‟re able to stop in time if an
emergency situation should arise. A key skill possessed by the Advanced Motorist is
observation, what can you see ahead and how you analyse and use the data received.
As a result proactive Advanced Motorists are rarely, if ever, taken by surprise.
The creation of a safety zone around your vehicle is essential if you don‟t like the idea of
being involved in an accident. Limit point analysis is a tool that can be used for creating
space in any situation that resembles a hazard.
There are many accidents each year where drivers leave the road when negotiating
corners or meeting approaching vehicles head on when „topping‟ a hill. Where limit point
analysis becomes effective is its use in providing additional information in negotiating
these hazards.
On a straight road looking into the horizon, the two sides of the
road appear to eventually meet and disappear. The same can
be said for a bend in the road, both sides appear to meet each
other and effectively become a vanishing point or the limit of
visibility.

Limit Point

Following the limit point technique provides a driver with a
good deal of information about the road ahead, offers them the
ability to stop safely in an emergency and provided other road
conditions are taken into account, makes for a safe and
efficient drive. Amongst the information provided: It indicates the severity of the bend enabling the motorist to
Limit Point
determine the appropriate speed of the corner before
entering it, thereby avoiding braking whilst on the bend.
 It also informs the motorist of a safe stopping distance; one
in which they can stop within the distance of road that can
be observed.
The description of how the analysis works is straightforward.
Before reaching the corner observe the points at which the left
and right hand sides of the road converge, known as the „limit point‟. As you approach
the corner assess whether the limit point is moving towards you, is stationary or moving
away.
 If it is moving towards you, you know that you‟ll need to slow down. If the limit point
approaches you quickly, you know either that the bend is sharp or you are travelling
too fast, you should slow down. The faster the limit point approaches, the sharper the
corner. Ease off the accelerator and use progressive braking to slow down to where
the limit point stops moving towards you.
 If the limit point matches your speed you are travelling at the correct speed for the
corner. You are now at an appropriate speed for taking the corner based on ideal
conditions.
 If the limit point matches your speed as you round the corner but then begins to move
away, this is an indication the corner is beginning to recede and you may accelerate if
safe to do so.

As always the successful application requires practice to polish the technique.
Additionally there are a number of clues we can take from the surroundings to help us
determine the physical parameters of a corner. The most obvious are the road signs
and markings, but there are other less obvious ones: Did you know for example that, in
the UK, virtually every approach to a bend is accompanied by a change of centre white
lines to „hazard‟ lines; those long white lines with short black spaces and a cat‟s eye
between each line? Hazard lines are also placed where side-roads join larger roads.
Other clues are the line of the trees, hedges, buildings, street lights, chevron boards,
telegraph poles and even skid marks on the approach to bends, indicating the past
mistakes of others. A super elevated section of road is a pre warning of a significant
bend ahead.
A curve in the road isn‟t the only feature where limit point analysis is helpful. A hill,
frequently referred to as a blind summit can cause us
problems and applying the limit point technique helps us
Limit Point
adjust our speed accordingly.
If we were reaching the brow of a hill which dips sharply
on the other side, the limit of our view would be severely
Hidden dip
restricted. In this case, we would slow down to keep the
limit point away from us. As we come over the top of the
hill, the limit point would rapidly move away as forward
vision improves. We can then accelerate safely to
resume our speed.
Frequently there are additional road markings when we
Limit Point
encounter a brow of a hill. Extra information is supplied
in the form of cross hatching between the adjacent white
lines. The aim is to keep converging traffic apart and on
their side of the road. As we know, entering the hatched
zone with solid boundary lines is a moving traffic
Hidden dip
offence. This feature is also gaining more popularity on
bends that are considered dangerous.
Limit Point Analysis is a technique which when practiced regularly will enable the
motorist to negotiate a hazard in a way that is safe, systematic and leaves nothing to
chance.
By constantly applying ‘Limit Point Analysis’, understanding overall stopping distances
and continuously using the information gained from the analysis to make a direct
connection between the limit point and your accelerator pedal foot, you will always be
able to assess whether you can ‘stop in the distance...you can see to be clear’.
It‟s important to understand however that even by correctly following the limit point
analysis all the extra information gained is relevant to the physical parameters of a
hazard. It‟s not going to tell you the correct and safe speed at which corners should be
taken. There are many factors that determine this. For example the weather, wet or icy
roads, condition of the road / tarmac, type / condition of vehicle / tyres, just to name a
few examples.
The trained proactive advanced motorist has a wide range of tools at their disposal not
least the information that can be obtained from the road itself along with the immediate
environment.
Remember we share the road with others we don‟t know, whose skill levels we can only
estimate and they may consider the limit point as being the highest speed they can
attain on a particular challenging stretch of road.
Eric Elwell
Training officer
Source Roadcraft
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Speed limit
We have a whole plethora of speed limits in force in this country with the potential to
confuse the less aware motorists amongst us. In all instances whenever we encounter a
change in speed the maximum legal speed is clearly posted. If we know the law that is!
In some instances there are repeater signs to remind the motorist of
the limit on a section of road they are travelling. However we
infrequently have repeater signs on roads with a 30 mph speed limit,
60+
which is arguably the more important limit. One possible reason may
have its origin in the in the early days of motoring.
Legend has it that shortly after being appointed as minister of transport
Leslie Hore-Belisha narrowly escaped serious injury on a London high
street. This close encounter was sufficient for him to reintroduce a
speed limit of 30 mph on all roads within a 'built up' area. The key
being the term „built-up‟ area, defined as roads with street lighting.

40
5030
20

In 18 March 1935 the speed limit for cars was reintroduced, not only had the number of
fatalities increased to 7,343 deaths but half of the deaths being pedestrians with threequarters of these occurring in built-up areas. Contrast with today‟s higher traffic density
with 1732 fatalities.
To help the motorist determine their speed, speedometers were made compulsory for
new cars in 1937, therby removing any claim for ignorance.
Rule 124 of the Highway Code states, Street lights
usually mean that there is a 30mph speed in force
Street Lights
‘unless otherwise specified’. The lights themselves
30 mph
serve as the 30 mph reminder and repeater signs are
not required.
Only in the absence of street lighting 30 mph repeater
sign are used to remind drivers of the speed. 30mph
signs are only displayed at the perimeter of such a
zone. There are never 30mph repeater signs unless
the road is not lit.
Having entered a 30mph section, you will not see any other speed limit signs until you
get to a section of road with a higher limit.
Rule 12 also contains a table of permitted speeds dependant on the type of road and
vehicle you are driving. The national speed limit is depicted by a white circular sign with
a black stripe diagonally across it from right to left. These limits are based on size and
type of vehicle you are driving, if you are towing a trailer or driving a large articulated
vehicle along with the type of you are driving on.
As advanced motorist we are acutely aware the speed limit is the absolute maximum
and does not mean it is safe to drive at that speed irrespective of conditions. Driving at
speeds too fast for the road and traffic conditions is dangerous.
You should always reduce your speed when: the road layout or condition presents
hazards, such as bends, sharing the road with pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders,
particularly children, and motorcyclists, weather conditions make unsafe and driving at
night as it is more difficult to see other road users.

Speed Limits

Built-up
Single
areas
carriageways

Dual
carriageway
s
mph
70

Moto
rway
s
mph
70

Type of vehicle
mph
mph
Cars & motorcycles (including
30
60
vans up to 2T)
Cars towing caravans or trailers
30
50
60
60
Buses, coaches and minibuses
30
50
60
70
(not exceeding 12 metres in
overall length)
Goods vehicles (not exceeding
30
50
60
70
7.5 tonnes)
Goods vehicles (exceeding 7.5
30
40
50
60
tonnes)
The law allows for locally set speed limits, where local councils can set their own speed
limits in certain areas, and these must be clearly signed. For example:
 20 mph zone in a built-up area near a school
 50 mph (rather than 60 mph) limit on a stretch of road with sharp bends
There are two distinct types of 20mph areas possible,
 20mph zones, designed to be "self-enforcing" and contain traffic calming
measures which are introduced along with the change in the speed limit.
 A 20mph limits consist of just a speed limit change but no physical measures to
reduce vehicle speeds. Drivers are alerted to the speed limit with 20mph speed
limit repeater signs.
Speed significantly increases the chance of being injured in a collision. Research has
shown that the risk of death for pedestrians struck by cars increases at higher speed
impacts, although the exact risk levels varied between the studies. A recent review
identified the studies which had produced the most reliable modern estimates. The
results from one of these studies is presented in figure 1, which shows a fatality risk of
1.5% at 20 mph versus 8% at 30 mph.
Ironically the earlier 20 mph speed limit had
been abolished in 1930 because a large
backlog of court cases had made the law
unenforceable. This appears to be the case
today with very few convictions recorded.
But make no mistake both are legally
enforceable.
Note that these are different from Home
Zones and Quiet Lanes where people could
be using the whole of the road for a range of
activities such as children playing or for a
community event may have design speeds
much lower than 20 mph.
The golden rule remains; you should drive at a speed you can stop at within the distance
you can see to be clear. Unless on a single track road where the distance is halved.
Remember we share the road with drivers we don‟t know, whose skill levels we can only
estimate and they may not be fully aware of the speed limits in existence or their
stopping power.
Eric Elwell Training officer
Source the Highway Code

Car Dooring.
Cycling UK is promoting a campaign to raise
awareness of "car-dooring" to save lives and
injuries on Britain's roads,.
The campaign group says cyclists, motorcyclists
and pedestrians are being injured and killed by
drivers and their passengers carelessly opening
doors.
Government figures from 2011-2015 show that
eight people died from carelessly-opened car
doors. Three of these had been travelling in cars five were cyclists knocked off their bikes. In total
3,108 people were reported hurt but Cycling UK
believes the true figure is probably much higher.
Cycling UK is suggesting an information campaign,
warning cyclists to ride further into the
carriageway, to avoid the swing of car doors. It also
wants higher fines for careless door opening.
The Department for Transport says it will consider
new messages on cycle safety as part of its Think!
Campaign.

This continental cyclist was
the only photo which did not
infringe copyright!

Dutch reach
Cycling UK wants the Dutch
reach - which involves opening
doors with the "wrong" hand - to be
taught to new drivers and included
in the driving test.
This manoeuvre involves the driver
or passenger on the right-hand side
of the car opening the door with the
left hand - forcing them to turn and
see if anyone is approaching, whilst
at the same time, having the right
hand available to push the door
fully open when safe to do so.
It is a mandatory part of Dutch driving tests.
Cycling UK is hoping that the new minister, Jesse Norman - a keen cyclist - will take a
broader look at cycle safety in the light of the incident in which young mother Kim Briggs
was killed by a cyclist on an illegal bike. The group says all road users should be given
better protection from the reckless acts of others.
The maximum fine for car-dooring is £1,000 - even if the victim is killed as a result.
Cycling UK says the fine does not reflect the seriousness of the offence.

AA president Edmund King told BBC News he supported any campaign to improve
safety between cars and bikes.
He said the AA was still handing out wing mirror "Think Bike" stickers to jog drivers'
attention. "It's a good idea to get cyclists better educated too," he said. Mr King said
driving instructors for BSM and the AA already typically taught the opposite hand dooropening method.
A recent court case where a passenger leaving a taxi caused the death of a cyclist, has
highlighted the fact of the driver‟s responsibility to ensure that passengers look behind
before leaving and this is particularly important when children are leaving a car.

Meanwhile, there is nothing to prevent concerned and responsible
drivers from adopting this practice NOW

IAM Fellows.
A new level of IAM RoadSmart membership for those members keen to keep their
advanced skills up to date. Enhanced benefits are offered in return for a commitment to
retest every three years. Become a Fellow by committing to a 3 yearly retest.
If you passed our advanced test less than three years ago then you can switch
instantly by calling 0300 303 1134 during office hours. You'll receive a new Fellow
certificate and membership card and your membership fee will change to £49 per year
(which includes the retest). On your three year anniversary you'll be invited to take the
Fellow requalification test to remain a member.
Find out more by calling 0300 303 1134 or visiting www.iamroadsmart.com/fellow there
is also a detailed feature in the next issue of RoadSmart magazine due out at the end of
September.

What happens when a frog parks in a no-parking space?
It gets toad away
A lorry has just overturned on the M6 loaded with Vicks vapour rub.
Police have said there will be no congestion for eight hours.
What do you get when dinosaurs crash their cars?
Tyrannosaurus wrecks
What snakes are found on cars?
Vindshield vipers
What do you call a laughing motorcycle?
A. A Yamahahaha!
What do you say to a cow that crosses in front of your car?
Mooo-ve over.

IMPROVE YOUR COMMENTARY DRIVING
This leaflet is intended for anyone who wants to improve their
Commentary.
However, it is mainly a training aid for Observers so that they can
assist Associates to gain confidence and develop commentary
skills. It will also enable the Observer to achieve a higher standard
of commentary for inclusion in a demonstration drive.

See also:
Roadcraft – Chapters 1 and 2 [pages 42/43]
Roadcraft DVD
Bespoke Driver Training “Commentary Driving” DVD
Chris Gilbert “Commentary Driving” DVD.

Compiled by: Andy Poulton Staff Examiner The Institute of
Advanced Motorists

COMMENTARY PREAMBLE
INTRODUCE
1. YOURSELF
2. THE CAR
3. THE SYSTEM
(of car control)
4. POWDER CHECKS
5. A COCKPIT DRILL

TALK ABOUT
YOURSELF
THE CAR
THE SYSTEM
(of car control)
POWDER CHECKS
A COCKPIT DRILL

Move off immediately telling them about road, weather and traffic conditions;
speed, stopping distances, direction of travel, intentions and purpose of drive.
Then state: “Looking ahead I can see …”
Use OAR [Observations Actions and Reasons].
WHAT YOU CAN SEE
AND WHY

WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT … …

Commentary is an extremely useful training tool enabling you to ascertain how far down
the road the Associate is looking, what they are looking at and what they are thinking
(basically, „DRIVING PLANS‟).

There are three levels, graded: TYPE, STANDARD and LEVEL:-

1. LISTING or LABELING
(So called as a person makes a list of or applies a label to all they can see.
“There is a car in the junction on the left and a close-following car behind”
OR ”I am watching the car on the left and the car behind”
Useful to establish what the Associate is looking at and how far ahead.
VERY BASIC LEVEL of commentary.
Similar to just mentioning road signs.
2. WHAT THEY CAN SEE AND
WHAT THEY ARE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT
“There is a red car in the junction on the left – watching out for it in case it pulls out.
There is a silver car following close behind; I will need to bear that in mind if I have to
slow or stop.”
A very useful development of the previous level, showing sound plans and a positive
drive developing.

LEVEL SUITABLE FOR A QUALIFIED OBSERVER TO HELP AN ASSOCIATE.
3. WHAT CAN BE SEEN AHEAD AND BEHIND; WHAT THEY ARE GOING TO
DO ABOUT IT… … AND WHY
“There is a red car waiting to emerge from the junction on the left. I need eyeball contact
(or face to face) with the driver and ensure the wheels are not turning. Checking the
mirrors, easing off the gas and extending my safety margins away from the car; being
prepared to stop and considering a horn warning if they start to pull out. I can then stop
my car safely.
“On checking the mirrors I am aware of the close-following silver car behind. I am going
to extend my own following position in order to give the silver car more time in which to
react in the event of the car in front of me braking firmly without warning.”
EXCELLENT LEVEL of demonstrative commentary giving an Examiner on test, or an
Associate on a demonstration drive, exactly the right idea of how you are dealing with
road and traffic situations.
At this level, whenever you make a statement, comment or observation link, always
apply the ‘SO WHAT?‟ test – that is, to explain the consequences of your actions.

SENIOR OBSERVER AND ADVANCED POLICE DRIVER LEVEL OF
COMMENTARY.
FULL demonstration of OAR – Observations Actions & Reasons.
KEEP TALKING!
Next edition –list of suggested comments.!!

Riding a Vintage Motorcycle in Modern Traffic
Tony Eyre offers some insight into the perils and joys of taking a bike designed and
made in the 1920‟s onto today‟s roads, and how advanced riding skills can help.
Picture 1 – 1926 Humber
350cc – seen here
waiting for the start of a
Vintage run in North
Yorks,
Over the last few years
I‟ve build up a small
collection of vintage
motorcycles (that‟s a
machine made between
1916 and 1930). Picture
1 shows my 1926
Humber of 350cc –
complete with gas lighting kit. I also have four modern bikes – all Hondas and I use
these for my daily ride-to-work and IAM/RoSPA Observer duties.
The vintage machines vary in their design and the „features‟ they have – 1920 to 1930
was a decade of rapid change and improvement in all aspects of life in this country and
motorcycles made in that period reflect the rapid pace of advancement very well. The
Humber displays some early „20s features such as the petrol tank slung under the top
frame member, but is also showing improvements such as drum brakes and chain drive,
as well as remnants of older technology such as the acetylene generator and gas
lighting kit. Compare this to the slightly later BSA (1930) shown in picture 2 and we can
see that the pace of development is very evident – note that the BSA doesn‟t have
lights, a full electric lighting set and the dynamo and battery required to power this was
an optional extra, costing an additional 5 guineas (roughly 10% of the purchase price).
So what is a vintage bike like to ride compared to modern machinery? If we start by
listing the obvious design differences, which are:A less powerful engine for the same cc as a modern bike
No speedometer
Very poor brakes
No brake light
A three speed gearbox with hand change
No ignition switch or electric starter – kick start only or bump start if necessary
No automatic ignition timing advance/retard – manual adjustment
No rear suspension and rudimentary springing with girder forks at the front.
No MoT test is required on pre 1960 vehicles so life is literally in your own hands!

Skinny tyres – older fitments may be „beaded edge‟ tyres which if they deflate (i.e.
puncture) will come off the rim and jam the wheel in the frame = instant „off‟.
Pre 1925 bikes tend to be belt driven, fine if the weather is dry but can lead to loss of
propulsion if the roads are wet. See the 1924 Raleigh in Picture 3 – note also the front
brake which is cosmetic only, and of no practical use!
Picture
2–
1930
BSA
350cc –
safely
leaning
against
a wall at
home!

Picture 3 – 1924 Raleigh 23/4 HP
(350cc) – seen here at Crich
Tramway Museum

Riding these bikes is always
interesting, and a challenge, and
frequently scary. My preference
is to ride with others of the same
persuasion, so April – October is
a busy time for vintage rallies and
gatherings. There is a degree of
safety in numbers but riders of
similar or older machinery often have their own specific problems and they need to be
watched and their movements anticipated just as much as do the pilots of modern
cars/trucks/buses/motorcycles.

Always when riding vintage bikes, the ideal is to be able to keep going if at all possible.
Planned stopping can be difficult, emergency stopping may be impossible. And whilst
stopped, finding neutral in the non-synchromesh gearbox, holding the bike still (say on a
hill) and then selecting 1st gear and executing a smooth take off can be truly difficult.
Modern drivers tend not to be aware that following an old bike too closely puts the rider
at some risk. Old engines can be prone to sudden loss of power, even seizure as
elderly lubrication systems don‟t always perform as intended.
I find my advanced riding skills come in very useful when out riding one of my old
machines. The information phase of IPSGA is always key to what we do as advanced
riders / drivers: on a bike made around 90 years ago gathering as much information
about road surface (no rear suspension) and other road users movements is more vital
than ever. Having said that, although low power and poor brakes make life interesting, a
vintage motorcycle is still a motorcycle, and overtakes and filtering through congested
conditions are still definitely on when safe to do so. Every ride is an adventure; will the
bike start; will it run; will some idiot in a massive 4 WD get in my way, follow me far too
closely, or come out of a junction far too late causing me to pull on the ancient brakes
with much swearing; indeed, will I get where I‟m going without what I call an „unplanned
stoppage‟? Who knows, but its loads of fun, and IPSGA is right there with me!
If this article has sparked your interest in vintage bikes and you want to know more, give
me a ring, I‟m always happy to talk about my favourite hobby.
Tony Eyre
IAM National Observer (Motorcycles)
01773 852389

Marshalling at the Formula 1 British Grand Prix
Since 2010, I have been a marshal at race circuits across the UK. This year, I was
privileged enough to be invited to help marshal at my fourth British Grand Prix at the
world-famous Silverstone Circuit.
Marshalling is entirely voluntary, but is crucial to allowing Motorsport to occur around the
world. Without marshals, teams and drivers cannot race safely. Standing behind the
barriers at every race meeting you will see a group of people, usually wearing bright
orange suits – these are the marshals. There are many different duties available for
marshals. They can range from Incident
marshals, who are spaced evenly around the
track in groups to clear up cars and debris
after a crash and to keep drivers and
spectators safe; Flag marshals, who are
tasked with warning the drivers of any
impending dangers; and other duties, such as
Startline, Pit lane, Paddock and Rescue
Units.

For the 2017 British Grand Prix, I was an Incident marshal on Post 1 – Abbey Pit
Straight Outside. This post was on the outside of the circuit on the start/finish straight,
directly opposite the fantastic looking “Wing” Pit Building. However, alongside our usual
duties of covering the start straight for anybody crashing or stopping there, our post was
also tasked with looking after the grids and race starts.
Before each race in an FIA championship (an International event run by the governing
body of motorsport), the cars are brought to the grid slowly, where the teams can work
on the cars before they start the formation lap. The incident marshals on my post had to
stand near the grid with fire extinguishers in case there was an incident where they were
required, and we also had to be ready for stalled cars. If a car stalls on the grid, we have
around 90 seconds to 2 minutes to get that car cleared through a gate into the pitlane so
the rest of the cars can either reform the grid, or carry on racing.
As the cars lined up for the first race
of the weekend – the Formula 2
championship – one of the drivers
(Dutch McLaren young driver, Nyck
De Vries) put his hands up to signal
that his car had broken down. The
cars were sent on another formation
lap, and in the ensuing confusion, two
more drivers stalled on the grid.
Tasked with pushing three cars
through one uphill gate was a
challenge, but thanks to some
specialised training, everyone knew
their role, and we cleared all three
cars in time for the race to start as if
nothing had happened.
Standing close the grid for the build-up of the race was a fantastic experience, and one
I‟ll never forget. The race itself was exciting as Lewis Hamilton cruised to a dominant
victory for Mercedes. Further back, Renault driver and 2015 24 hours of Le Mans winner
Nico Hülkenberg was suffering problems, and he stopped his car on the start straight
after finishing the race. I had to run out to the
car and help steer it as we pushed it clear
before the planned track invasion of spectators
could happen.
Once the car was clear, I went down to the
podium and stood at the front with the
spectators to watch the drivers collect their
trophies from a fantastic viewing point. Behind
the barriers, the rest of the cars were kept in
Parc Ferme, so I was looking over the rest of
the F1 grid as I watched the ceremony.
As part of a thank you for helping to marshal at
the Grand Prix, we are invited to do a walk along the pitlane on Friday evening to have a
look at the teams and the cars. It was at that point I managed to get this fantastic photo
with Valtteri Bottas‟ Mercedes car, which at that time held the unofficial fastest lap of the
current Silverstone layout.
Edward Rockett

DIARY DATES
Sun
Sun
Tues
Sun
Sun
Tues
Sun

10th
17th
3rd
8th
15th
7th
12th

Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov

Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10.0am
Whitworth Centre 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10.0am
Whitworth Centre 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am

Sun
Wed
Sun
Sun
Tues

19th
6th
10th
17th
2nd

Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan

Highfields Matlock 10.0am
Whitworth Centre 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock
Whitworth Centre 7.30pm

Guidance
Guidance
Astrotourism.
Guidance
Guidance
Dealing with HGV’s
No Meeting
Remembrance Day
Guidance
Overland to Vietnam
Guidance
No Guidance
Guide Dogs for the Blind.

Last date for copy for the Dec/Jan Newsletter is Nov 7th for articles, Nov 14th for
tests, new members etc.
Articles, letters, clippings etc. for inclusion to Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson St. Mansfield
NG18 5PN 01623 644047
katefroggatt@talktalk.net

A 625

Eyre Arms
Calver S32 3XH

Stoney
Middleton

A 621

A 623

B 6001
A 619

Baslow

Chatsworth

A 619

A6

To Chesterfield

Bakewell
B 6012

Rowsley
A6

B 5057

The Whitworth Centre
Station Road Darley Dale
Matlock DE4 2EQ

A 632
Kelstedge

A6

Darley
Dale

Matlock
Crown Sq

Highfield School
Matlock DE4 5NA

To Matlock Bath
A6

Meeting
Venues
Outdoor Guidance

Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
Highfields School Matlock. DE4 5NA Lower car park
Third Sunday in month 10.00am all year
Summer months First Mon in month 7.00pm
Indoor Winter Months October to April
The Whitworth Centre, Station Road Darley Dale DE4 2EQ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
www.matlock-iam.webs.com/
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